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Good and Brown. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 348 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 1.0in.The title, Panama Sushi Coup, turns
into an engrossing true story; a narrative about friendship, betrayal, foreign business development and sushi, by James D. Evans as he described a
part of his life most people couldnt imagine in their wildest dreams. He purchased, along with some of his friends, a fix-it-upper combination
brothel and strip club in Panama. From the comfort of a Southern California out-to-lunch-bunch of friends that meet every Wednesday at their
favorite sushi bar in Long Beach, the group began traveling to South America as an escape from their frustration with the dating scene in L. A. On
multiple and frequent trips to Costa Rica and Panama, they uncover the social acceptability of prostitution in South America as legal and in many
ways stimulating. So Jim, our faithful narrator, takes the reader on a candid and quite descriptive adventure assimilating carnal knowledge
amongst the local working girls. Caution: This part of the book is a bit shocking; written from a masculine point of view for a male audience or
extremely liberated feminine reader, but definitely not for the church-going-Sunday-tea-sipping group. I would classify this as R- rated for this very
short portion, although there is a valid reason for Jims candid writing. He explained within his book as being necessary to provide a true
understanding of what goes on during those paid sexual encounters. What impressed me most is when Jim meets Vivian, a soon to be girlfriend, he
doesnt reveal a thing ungentlemanly about their relationship, hence the shock value of the prior lustful episodes were just for that sole purpose - to
shock. The next third of the book dwells on what Donald Trump would call The Foreign Apprentice- having...
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The Day I Forgot to PrayThe Day I Forgot to Pray
Tate Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 28 pages. Dimensions: 8.7in. x 5.8in. x 0.3in.Alexis is an ordinary five-
year-old who likes to run and play in the sandbox. On her first day of Kindergarten, she...
Download eBookDownload eBook
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DK Readers Animal Hospital Level 2 Beginning to Read AloneDK Readers Animal Hospital Level 2 Beginning to Read Alone
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 32 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.8in. x 0.1in.This Level 2 book is
appropriate for children who are beginning to read alone. When Jack and Luke take an injured...
Download eBookDownload eBook
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DK Readers Robin Hood Level 4 Proficient ReadersDK Readers Robin Hood Level 4 Proficient Readers
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Nick Harris (illustrator). Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 8.4in. x 5.7in. x
0.2in.Discover the rollicking exploits of Robin and his merry men as they take from the rich and give...
Download eBookDownload eBook
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DK Readers Invaders From Outer Space Level 3 Reading AloneDK Readers Invaders From Outer Space Level 3 Reading Alone
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 5.9in. x 0.1in.Are aliens from other planets
visiting Earth Read these amazing stories of alien encounters -- and make up your own mind!...
Download eBookDownload eBook
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Readers Bermuda TriangleReaders Bermuda Triangle
DK CHILDREN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 48 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.8in. x 0.2in.Strange things happen when
you enter the Bermuda Triangle. Five planes vanish into the blue. Two crews disappear from a ship....
Download eBookDownload eBook
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